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AB^TRA:CT
This repoz^t presents the details and results of the effort of designing, fabri-
cating, and testing of a 40 joules/Ib t88.2 joules^Kg^ high voltage ei7ergy storage
capacitor suitable for operating a ^oulsed plasma thxlzster in a vacuums envix^onznent
far millions of pulses,
Using vacuum brazing and hell.-arc welding techniques followed by vacuum and
high pressure helium leak tests it has been passible to produce a hermetically sealed
relatively light weight enclosure for the dielectric system,
An energy density of 40 joules/lb was realized with a KF-polyvinylidene
fluoride dielectric system. One capacitor was D. C, life tested at 4 l^V 0.07.8 joules/
lb) for 2000 hours before it failed. Another has exceeded 2670 hours without failure at
38.3 joules/lb. Pulse life testing i:n a vacuum has exceeded 300, 000 discharges with
testing still in progress. D.C. life test data has shown a small decrease in capaci-
tance and a^ increase in dissipation factor with time. Heat transfer from the load to
the capacitor must also be considered besides the self heat generated by the capacitor,
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^iz^ed plasma thrusters require highly reliable Iow inductance energy storage
capacitors which. will operate in a hard vacuum far many years and Sae capable of
discharging millions of pulses iota a toad whose dynamic impedance is roughly 10
xniIlioh^ns. ;t is fza.rthernzax^e required that the energy density (joules/Kg ar joules/Ib)
lie as Ia^cge as possible. When integrated to a thruster, -the thruster nozzle acts as a
heat source and. heat transfer from the nozzle ^ the capacitor becomes another factor
to be considered besides the self heating of the capacitor, Ina -irery early pragraxn^I')
radiation coaled Mylar capacitors having an energy density of 10 joules/Ib (^Z
joules/Kg) were successfully tested without failure to 3 x 10^ pulses in a vacuum. In a
later program {^) it was possible to test an improved version of a radiation cooled
Mylar capacitor to 2.95 x 1^ g poises without failure at an energy density of 1G,4
jouiesilb 136.2 joules/Kg). This latter test was performed in a vacuum. with a 22Q
Louie thruster. This latter test represents about 3,390 Ib-sec of total impulse before
the test was voluntarily terminated. It is presently believed that no major increases
in the- energy density of the Mylar dielectric system. will be rea^ized.
The present efxort is concerned with the design, fabrication and testing of a
space qualified high energy dei^ity capacitor utilizing a relatively new dielectric IMF
film polyvinyiidene fluoride,* This anaterial was utilized i.n two previous capacitor
.	 studies3' 4 and was shown,
 suitable for the Iow pulsing frequencies (less than ]. Hz) to.
be encountered with pulsed plasma thrusters, In one of these two studiss^ it was shown
that a premature capacitor failure was due to the loss of the dielectric fluid through
Ieal^y soldered and welded joints of the capacitor container when the capacitor was
operated in a vacuum, Because of this latter observation the best passible precautians^
were taken at each phase of the assembly of the capacitor being reported upon to
assure leak tigYitness of the final unit in a vacuum to 1, ^ 113 $ cc/sec of helium. Only
by this approach would it ne possible to shift the failure mechanism exclusively to the
dielectric system of the. capacitor.	 ^	 ^	 '
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This report presents the details and results of the effort of designing, fabri-
cating and testing a 40 joules/lb {88.2 joules/Kg) high reliability capacitor suitable
for operating a thruster for a goal of up to ten million pulses in a vacuum enviran-
me^t.
I.2 DESiGN APPROACH
More than Y5 years of experience with energy storage capacitors from the
Bendix Corporation, Corsen, Component Specialists, C. S.I. , Dearborn, Marshal
Industries, and Maxwell Laboratories has revealed that capacitor manufacturers are
capable of producing excellent dielectric system. However, they generally ignore
the vacuum environment in their capacitor design, Acceptable capacitor life in a
vacuum environment has been previously demonstrated at I'airehild Republic only after
a given capacitor manufacturer ts capacitor enclosure surrounding the dielectric
system is reworked after it is received from the manufacturer. The use of vacuum
compatible (i.e., space approved) epoxy applied over all seams of the capacitor has
proved to be a most effective means of obtaining acceptable vacuum Iife of most capa-
citors. Such a sealing technique is usually not suitable for multi-year space fliglxt
applications. MIT Lincoln Laboratory approached the problem of fabricating leak tight
capacitor cans by having the high voltage bushing assembly vacuum brazed and subse-
quently helium leak tested. In their approach the rear Iid of the capacitor was ga.s
welded to the can and a fill hole shoulder was vacuum brazed to the Iid. Only two
leaky capacitors out of a very lard ict were uncovered by MIT Lincoln. Laboratory
after more than 6 months of being fabricated. No redundant seals were used by MIT
other than Fairchild's approach of using epoxy around the bushing assembly, The one
leak discovered at MIT Lincoln Laboratory appeared at the vacuum brazed fill hose
shoulder at the back lid. The other Ieak appeared to be due to a microscopic (impurity)
.pinhole in the material of the lid. This latter leak could have been eliminated by the
use of a double vacuum melt material, To elimi^a.te the possibility of a leak from
developing across the back lid fill hose shoulder, rairchiid Republic xnaehined the back
lid out of double vacuum melt stainless steel and the machining included an integral fill
hale shoulder. This approach eliminated the interface between the shoulder and flee
back lid.
The fill plug which is screi^^ed into the drilled and tapped machined shoulder in
the lid of the capacitor is soldered t^ the shoulder by the capacitor manufacturer. A
redundant epoxy seal is subsequently applied aver the soldered joint, Similar to MIT
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capacitor stud assembly was also used in this effort. .A redundant seal of an approved
epoxy was subsequently applied over the vacuum brazed and helium leak tested inter-
face.
To facilitate connecting the capacitor windings to the high voltage capacitor
stud, the stud is generally provided with a concentric hole Bared through it. The capa-
citor winding connection is fed into this hole and then soft soldered inside the stud.
This solder is applxed' tgenerously r ' by the capacitor manufactur^:r in order to 'rseal"
this opening into the capacitor. Fairchild Republic had a small cap placed over the
end of the stud and had this cap soldered to the stud. This approach provided a redun-
dant seal at this location on the capacitor,
The ?ongest seam of the capacitor, assem';Iy is located at the perimeter of the
rear Tid where it contacts the capacitor can. The rear lid was machined to present a
slip ^.t between. its v`^if and the I. Ls of tlse capacitor can. These were subsequently
hell-arc welded- together. T`wo helium Leak tests were subsequently performed on this
weidQ The first involved a leak test vrith an evacusted capacitor and a subsequent cne
z;nth a pressurized capacitor. Only after each capacitor passed these two Leak tests
was it impregnated and sealed by the fill plug. A final high temperature and vacuum
leak test were also performed. A machined redundant ring seal was subsequently
epoxied aver this leak tested Zveld.
While electron beans and laser welding techniques were evaluated during this
effort, the final hell--arc welded approach was selected fort^va reasons: 1) it can be
mare readily implemented by almost any manufacturer and ?^ the following assess-
ment The feasibility of E. B, welding was discussed with Mx. DeLalio of E.B.
Welding Tnclustries in T^'armingdale, N.Y. Dne of the requirements for E.B. welding
would require the use of a low carbon steel such as 304L, 31fiL, 304 or even 316 far
the capacitor can. Several other pertinent factors assn became evident. To avoid
burning the material on starting the weld it would- be necessary to provide a small
landing of material to start and terzxiinate the beam. This excess material could be
trimin.ed off after the weld is completed. Another item that became evident was that
it would be extremely difficult to maintain the desired cleanliness in.the production
vacuum tank in which the E. T3, wclding would occur. 'T.'17e unimpregnated capacitor
windings would have to be located in the capacitor can and the requirecl evacuation for
E. B, welding would also evacuate the inside of the capacitor can. On venting the
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chamber to air after welding it would be possible to ingest contaminating material
through the fill hole into the capacitor as the vacuum chamber is vented to air, The
use o£ filters was considered. Because of the large number of uncertainties that 	 I
could be encountered it was concluded that hell-arc welding followed by helium Ieak
tests should be used instead of F,. B. or even Iaser welding.
x..2.1 Manufacturing plan: The approach taken in the present effort was to consider
the capacitor an energy storage system and to utilize the know-how of several specialty
vendors during the various fabrication phases of the capacitor to realize the high
energy density and Ieak tightness required, Fairchild 1^,epublic performed the overall
mechanical design and coordinated the entire effort with the various vendors.
Fairchild Quality Assurance personnel performed inspections and witnessed critical
tests at several of the vendor facilities, Do:zble vacuum melt stainless steel was pro-
cured from Latrobe Steel Co. in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, The capacitor case was deep
drawn by C.B. Kaupp and Sons, Inc, in Maplevraod, Neat jersey, The high voltage
bushing assembly was fabricated and vacuum brazed to the deep drawn. capacitor can
by Cerarnaseal, Inc„ Neva Lebanon, New York. They also hell-arc leak tested the
brazed assembly. Nlax^cvell Laboratories in San Diego, California fabricated, installed,
impregnated, Ieak tested and sealed the dielectric systert^ in the hardware provided to
them, Redundant sealing and final testing was subsequently perforrn.ed at Fairchild
Republic,
Figure ^. presents the manufacturing plan of the effort. The interrelationship
of the various vendors cited above is noted, The biggest prablexxz encountered was the
fact that many of the operations could not be performed unto a previa'^zs vendor cam--
pleted ins effort, Delays in obtaining material vtere encountered by several vendors..
The most critical long Iead item was the double vacuum melt stainless steel, This
item was difficult to procure in the present program and wi.Il probably be even more
difficult to obtain in future efforts in the small Iot sizes required for fabricating a few
capacitors ,
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Several drawings and documents were generated'which present specific deta=ils of
of the requirements of this effort. Tables 1 and 2 present a listing of applicable drawW
ings and applicable documents, respectively. The te=chnical discussion to be presented
below will discuss. details of implementing the requirements as established by the"
documentation presented in Tables 1 and 2.
T=ABLE ^.. LIST OF APPLICABLE DRAWINGS
A. Fairchild Republic Drawings :
Dwg. No.
MS175D1000
MS175DX020
MS175 D103D
N.iS175DI040
MS175 D7.05 0
MSX75D1050
M8175D3.094
Title
Can -Capacitor Assembly
Lid -Capacitor Assembly
Plug ^- Capacitt^r Assembly
Stud Details - Capacitor
Ground Ring -Support, Capacitor Assembly
Checker Assembly Capacitor
Capacitor Assembly
BQ Ceramaseal Drawing:
80908968 Rev. B Can Assembly
TABLE 2. LIST OF APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Fairchild- Republic Documents:
MS005S2300 R,ev. C
	 Specification for High'Energy Density Pulsed
Discharge Capacitor for Space Fright Application
MS005S2301	 Prodnet Specification for Capacitor Can Assembly
MS0.75D1.060
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..1.1 Capacitor Can: To preclude the possibility of the pre^^ once of any porosity in
he capacitor can material, the feasibility of using type 304E {ox any other low carbon
stainless steel) double vacuum melt stainless steel rolled into sheet form was cansi-
Eered, Since it was not passible to locate such material, certified 304E to specifica--
ion QQ-S--705 was used instead, It was learned that rolled sheet is generally found
a beJ free of the type of inclusions or impurities which would manifest itself as
}orosity in a vacuum. Since the final cases would be Helium leak tested it was can-
;luded that the approach selected would be a low risk approach.
The results of preliminary calculations pe^forrned an the dielectric system
suggested that a 7. ^5 in. (18, 4 cm.) long deep drawn can would be required, The
vendor was unable to deep draw a can to this length and maintain the tolerances called
for. Prototype tests at Maxwell Laboratories showed that the capacitor can need only
be 5.5 in. (1.4 cm,) long. No problems were encountered in deep drawing the cases to
this length with the requirement that the opening at the bottom of the can be
4.075 ^ 0.065 in s for a length of 0.75 in. from the open end. It was also required that
the wall thickness be 0.05 in. thick over this length. Ferpendiculaxity of the wails
of the can were to be held to within 0.005 in. with respect to i,i^e closed end of the can,
The tolerances at the open end were required to enable the best possible hell-arc weld
to be obtained between the rear lid and capacitor can by being able to control the slip
fit tolerances bet^cveen 'the can and the lid. Besides the above dimensional requirements
it was required that dies and flat blanks be cleaned before each drawing to preclude
foreign matter from becoming imbedded into either the inside or outside walls of the
container. A final stress relief was also required.
After the capacitor cases were received, raixchild Republic machined a
Q°.915 ^ 0, 002 inch diameter bale in the center of the closed end of the can for the high
voltage stud assembly. This hole was machined concentric within the closed end
within a TTR o£ 0.005 in,
Of 20 capacitor cases fabricated, true units r^vere oversiLe by 0, 001 inches and
one was slightly out of round. Both of these units were accepted as practice units fox
assessing later operations.
_^`^,_-___
	 -	
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2.1.2 Flexible Back Lid. Tt is well known that the dielectric system expands and
contracts with temperature oranges. Fairchild Republic's approach was to design the
rear Iid to behave as a flexible diaphragm in order to flex with temperature cl^.nges.
This requirement is particularly important since the dielectric systezx^ is sealed in
the capacitor at -1^°C ^2°C. Fox all temperatures above this temperatux e, one has
the dielectric fluid completely in contact with the walls of the capacitor. Material
voids are therefore precluded from occuring either under normal temperatures or
zero g environmental conditions.
All of the requirements sought of the back lid could be realized if it was
machined out of a double vacuum melt stainless steel, ^'he peripheral edge of the lid is
machined to the thickness of the can where it is welded to the can. The bass cantain-
ing the fill plug hole is also machined into the lid thereb y- eliminating one seam. The
diaphragm action ^ifas achieved despite work hardening b^- alternately machining the
two sides. of the "diaphragm" until the required 0.018 in. thickness vas achieved.
Final desired bowing of the lid occured with the exterior surface being concave. This
final geometry prevented "oil canning" and also assured that the flexible lid could only
flei ourirard after the capacitor is impregn=ated at -15°C.
The O. D. of each lid ;vas machined to be a slip fit i, e. 0.001 to 0, 002 in, less
than the measured I.D. of the capacitor can to K Thicr it will be mated. ^ The Iid and
capacitor can were subsequently serialized to maintain "mated" pieces.
The Iid Eras machined of type 316 thermal 'induction plus vacut,Em arc remelti
stainless steel. The material ^va.s procured from Latrobe Steel Co. , Pennsylvania,
The chemistrc• met specification RDT-E-13-8T except for arsenic and the material
«^.s certified to n^,eet Latrobe ZO-63 ultrasonic specifications. Prior to machining,
Fairchild Republic had the material annealed by heating it to 1900° Fahrenheit for one
hour and then water quenching it. Approximatelt•
 one hour per inch of thickness vas
allalred to reach temperature.
2.1.3 Ground Ring. The grotuid ring serves as an electrical interface between the
capacitor and the external thruster load acid it is located at the high ^•oltage stud end of
the capacitor. The electrical interface of the ground ring must be parallel to the
riot^nting surface located on the hit h voltage stud and be displaced from it b5 .
 0.02 to
0.07 inches (0.107 to 0.11.9 ctrl}. This latter spacing equals the thickness of the
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copper stripline of the thruster (which becprnes screwed down'ta the ground ring) and
also that of the Mylar insulation to be positioned between the positive a.nd negative
striplines. The threaded mounting holes in the ground ring are made as blind holes so
r	 :.
that mounting screws cannot extend through the ground ring and inadvertently penetxa^e
the capacitor can.
In an earlier effort the ground zing was spot welded to the capacitor can in.
order to IoCatE it far vacuum brazing. This approach resulted in many capacitor cans
leaking at the spot welds. To prevent such leakage, the ground ring in the present
effartwas fabricated as part of a cap which slipped over the closed end of th y: capacitor
can. The z, D. of the protruded cylindrical part of the ground ring (see Figure 2) was
machined to within ^ 0.04aS inches. This very tight tolerance was requested by
Ceramaseal Inc. They used this surface in the vacuum brazing tooling to align the high
voltage stud assembly to achie Y,re the required dimensional relationship, perpendicu-
larity and concentricity requirements between the high ^raltage stud and -the ground ring.
Ta reduce the weight of the ground ritzg, thirty holes were drilled in the cap of the
ground ring. These holes not only reduced the weight of the piece, but also allowed an
inspection to be made of the vacuum brazed assembly. Figure 3 shows details of the
cap-ground ring after it has been vacuum brazed to the capacitor can.
To assure that the electrical interface of the ground ring fs parallel to the
interface on the high voltage stud, the height of the ground ring was made U.032 in.
larger than the final height required, .This excess material was removed and the
electrical interface was machined parallel to *he interface on the high voltage stud after
vacuum brazing was completed. This final trian^ming assured that na bending moments
could be imparted to the high voltage stud after the capacitor is electrically interfaced
to the thruster load,
The ground ring design ixnpiemented was highly successful and in no way intro-
duces seams ar passible sources of leakage in the capacitor or bending moments on
the high voltage stud. 1rn future efforts it might even be desirable to machine an addi-
tional flange onto this ground ring assembly so that heat can more readily be trans-
(erred (ram the capacitor to an appropriate heat sink.
2.I.^ High ^.Taltage Stud ?^ssetttbly. Capacitor manufacturers usually procure large
quantities of ceramic insulators, provide their own high voltage tert^iinals to thesE and
subsequently install them into their capacitor cans, These high voltage stud assemblies
..
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are usually solder joined to the capacitor can, Fairchild Republic Ts experience has
shown that these saltier jaiued assemblies tend to leak dielectric fluid after• proT^anged
use in a vacuum. environment. Potting the base of the stud assembly with a space
approved epoxy generally eliminates the Toss of dielectric fluid and allows reliable
vacuum, operation to be realized. A superior technique is to vacuum braze the high
voltage stud assembly to the capacitor can and subsequently Helium Leak test the
brazed joint, This assembly is then redundantly sealed by epoxy potting.
Ceramaseal Inc. of New Lebanon Center, New York fabricated the high voltage
stud assembly to Fairchild Republic specifications. They also vacuum. brazed it to
the deep drawn capacitor cans furnished to them and subsequently Helium leak tested
the brazed assembly. Details of the etxtize assembly can be seen in Figure 3. The
assembly is comprised of an Alumina insulator, anickel-iron cap and flange and an
Inver high voltage stud. 'Perpendicularity of the stud was required to be within ^ 1./2°
with respect to the plane of the ground ring, and concentric tQ within 0.0].0 inches,
The electrical interface on the stud shoulder was to be in the same plane of the elec-^ .
trical interface on the ground ring within ^ 0,030 inches. (Later maohining of the
ground ring as discussed in section 2.1..3, provided the exact final tolerances
required}. To realize ail of these requirements, Ceramaseal fabricated a fixture
which utilized the I.D. of the cylindrical ground ring for maintaining, proper align-
ment of alt components during vacuum brazing,
Helium leak testing was carried out on each brazed assembly to ^ x IO_ g
 cc/sEc
of Helium per MIL Std 271. pare, 6 using a hood method. A Fairchild Republic
Quality Assurance representative. witnessed these leak tests at Ceramaseal, Of 20
units fabricated, only 3 were rejected because they did not pass the leak test. This
yield of ^? out of 20 units is better than the yield of 1,5 out of 25 basic units which was
realized in another effort in which the ground ring ^svas locally spot welded in order to
align the parts for vacuum brazing.
Figure 3 shows that the tap of the ceramic insulator is located below the elec-
trical interface on the ground ring sa that a redundant epoxy seal can be applied over
the ceramic insulator assembly and tiie FIelium Leal: tested brazed joint between it and
the capacitor can. Figure ^ shows the redundant epo:^y seal that is applied before the
capacitor is causidered test ready.
^^^^r
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It should be noted that the stud asseanbly is designed to' be threaded and to
have a shoulder at the bottom of the threads. This technique prevents the stud from
beiTig pulled DUt ^3., e, like s. wheel puffier) of the capacitor can as one tightens the
electricai interface to the stud, This integral shouider replaces a nut screwed onto
the stud in. earner designs, The stud assembiy is final checked to withstand 3^. in--Ib
of torque.
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2.2 TNTEGP,.ATTON OF CAPACTTQR COMPONENTS
2.2. ^. Pre-Fabrication Effort at the Capacitor Manufacturers. Facilities. ' Final-
integration of the capacitor took place at Maxwell Laboratories in San T)i^go,
Califorlai.a in accordance with Fairchild Republic specifI:cation M,SOMS2300. Before
T4liaxwell could integrate the components of the system, they Iiad to design the basic
K-film dielectric system as well as the extended foil hardtti=are to interface the
dielectric. system. to the high voltage stud assembly.- Maxwells priox experience with
space qualified capacitors built to Fairchild Republic's specifications on a previous
flight hardware progxam proved to lac most useful in r^aating the hardware a.s well as
the quality assurance requirements of this effort.
The first effort perfarrrled at Maxwell Laboratories was to empirically
establish the required design data for the final. capacitors. They fabricated 20 test.
windings comprised of 2 layers of I^-film, 1 layer of papex and the aluminurla, fail.
^	 The capacitance of these test samples was about 2.fi µfd before impregnation and
4. B2 µfd after irrlpregnation. These test pads were subserluently hi-pot tested to
f	 failure. The mean value at wlzi.ch failure occured was abotZt 7.7 KV with 15 foil. edge
failures and 5 bulb failures. This preliminary efEoxt established that the requested
^5% tolerance in capacitance could possibly be met and also established the
irx2/mil/µF empirical constant of the system, Following this effort,'t •svo prototype
GO µfd capacitors were built and Iife tested. They were charged to 3000 volts {the
•	 final use voltage twill lac 2335 volts) into a Toad whale resistance is about 0,8 ohms
used an inductance of 175 uH. The pulse rate selected was ?x6 ppm a.nd forced con-
vectiOn cO011.Iig was used to keep the capacitor case between 45 °C and 50°C. One of
these proton=pe units failed at 230, 000 pulses as a bulls dielectric puncture in the
center of - the dielectric width, about 30^a out from the care of the capacitor, The
second unit failed at 9`7G, 000 pulses. Most of the tinic the capacitor case was around
50°C. However, due to the fact that the cooling fan was accidentally= Left off, opera-
tion at 70°C occurred for about an hour. An extrapolation of this higher 3 KV data to
the test voltage of 2.335 KV cannot be rnacle at this time dlle to the lack of test dote
under more wiclel)^ r,Inoing^ valt^t;;e conclitialls.
' ^	 2.2.2 rabric.Itinn i)c^t:iil^. lh^tails of the cliele^ctric s^^stl,E^Z is shown schcll^atic^tlly
	 1 '.y.
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- the aluminum roil is cut off and 1 to 2 extra turns of K-film are wrapped over the 	 ,
albminum,	 Eight current collection tabs are saldered across the high voltage end of
.	 this system, A Teflon sheet is placed over these tabs before they are bent over and
soldered to the high volfa:g^ stud assembly. 	 This stub, on i'inal assembly, slides up
into the tubular part of the high voltage stud (see Figure 2) which was vacuum brazed
by Ceramaseal to the capacitor can.	 Eight current collecting tabs are saldered to
the inside of the capacitor can at the open end (see Figure B), 	 These tabs will become
the current ground return to the dielectric system. 	 The dielectric system is then- fially
- insuls.ted frarri the capacitor can by wrapping polypropylene around the dielectric
system and placing a poly rpropylene cap over the front high voltage end. 	 This end	 +
cap extends slightly rearward oust the sides of the dielectric system, After the
dielectric system is inserted into the capacitor can, the eight end tabs on the can are
bent over and soldered la the back end of the dielectric system. 	 Disks of Kapton
and polypropylene are placed over these and the diaphragm type back lid of the cap-
= citor is inserted,	 This Iid is Heli-arc welded in one continuous run to the capacitar
can using a large metallic heat sink placed around the can in the vicinity of the weld,
The high voltage stud assembly is then soldered in place as well as a redundant seal-
_ ing cap over the unthreaded end of the stud (see Figure ^).	 The O, D, of this cap is
less than the root diameter of the thread. 	 A die is then run over this section to
^	 remove any traces of solder in the threads of the stud, 	 At this point, the dry capaci-	 .
Lance and dissipation £actor are measured and recorded (see Table 3), The system
is then dried overnight at an elevated temperature before the inside of the capacitar
can was evacuated for a helium Ieak test of the welded lid and saldered joint at the
high voltage stud. A Vecco model MS-90 leak detector was used for this purpose.
Each capacitor was required to pass the Helium Ieak Lost with a leakage not in excess
_
-8
^	 of 1.0	 cc/sec.	 No leaks were foLtnd around any of the welds at the rear Iid. 	 Haw--
' 3
ever 3 units SN 1^., 17 and 20 leaked around the soldered center stud. 	 All welds were
_,	 r
Ieak tight,	 These 3 units were repaired and subsequently they passed this ieai; test.
After these low pressure Ieak tests, tl^e units were tal^en to Intelcom Rad Tech in
San Diego for an additional leak test with the inside of the capacitor pressurized with[+
I	 Helium to Y5 psig.	 A Vecco ^^Iodel I^I:S-9 was used as the leak detector and all seams
were checked under these pressurized conditions. 	 Two units wluch previously passed
the evacuated 1Ln1: test Ieul:Erd nt 5 ti 10 TH an{3 ^ x lUr^ co/:^cc, respectivcIy.	 It is
^	 pezhaps interesting to note that these two were t^vo hf tl^e ori^^inal Liiree low pressure
j
^^
leaks ^vliich had been repaired.
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TABLE 3, CAPACITANCE HISTORY
Serial
	
Capacitance	 Dissipation
	 Capacitance
	 Dissipa.ticn
Nurnl;er	 Before	 Factor	 After
	 k•actor
Impregnation	 Before	 Impregnation
	 After
(u fd)	 Impregnation	 (u fd)	 Impregnation
	
2	 38,0	 0,01G
	 G8,9	 0,0082
	
3	 37.5
	 O,Olfi	 69.4	 0,0082
	
4	
-	 -	 68.5	 0.0081
	
5	 38,4	 O,U1G	 69.9	 0.0079
	
6	 38.0	 0,016
	 68,9	 0.0075
	
8	 3$.0	 0,016	 68.9	 0,0084
	
11	 38.5	 0.016
	 69,2	 0.008()
	
12	 38,5
	 O,O1G	 68.8	 0,0080
	
17	 -	 -	 G$,7	 0,0075
	
18	 -	 -	 68,8	 0,0083
	
10	 38,0	 O,O1G
	 -	 -
	
13	 38,5
	 0,009	 -	 -
	
1	 38,0
	 0,016	 -	 -
After all capacitors passed these leak tests, they were impregnated with
castor oil and sealed off at the fill plug hole at -15°C ^ 2°C. This temperature «^as
I	 selected to prevent possible freezing (-20°C) or slush formation of the castor oil.
E
	
	
The diaphragm like rear lid is flexed inward toward the dielectric system when the
capacitor is sealed at -15°C. This approach assures t}^1t no cavities or voids can be
present inside the capacitor at any temperature above -15°C,
The final acceptance tests performed at Aiaxwell Laboratories were carried
o^^t in accordance with the requireTtients of paragraph 3, G.2 of Fairchild Republic
specification A1S005S2300. The hi--pot volttlge selected vas 3,5 KVDC for GO sec,
After this teas discharged, eac] ► capacitor was subsequently hi-potted to 2.5 hV for
5 sec ar^d discharged, This latter charbe-discharge cycle ^v^ repeated ten times for
each capacitor at a pulse rate not to e^:ceerl G ppm ,
19
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All ^.3 capacitors passed this final acceptance test with the exception of the
following favorable outcome, The capacitance requirements sought were 84 ufd ^- ^0%8f
-5°fQ . The final results showed that vie aatnally realized 88.9 ufd f^ ^%, Such a tight
tolerance for large energy storage capacitor is I^elieveci to be quite an achievement.
This higher capacitance was considered acceptable by I'airchild Republic since the
^75Q joule thruster Iaad could now be operated at 2.34 KV instead of 2,5 KV. Data
generated at M. F. T, Lincoln Laboratory 5 indicates that the life o£ ; ' ' llm capacitors
impregnated with castor ail varies with^valtage roughly inversely to the thirteenth or
fourteenth power. I£ the thirteenth power variation is valid, reducing the operating
voltage from 2,5 KV to 2.34 KV should increase the capacitor life by a factor of 2.38
over the expected Iife at 2.5 KV. Another advantage to be realized is a somewhat
higher power conditioning efficiency that is realized by charging the'capacitors to the
Iower voltage.
i	 ',
Ir
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^inee the effort at Maxwell called for a final delivery of ten capacitors, three
units ESN 9 16 20) were not accepted by Fairchild Republic aN ^9 and Ifi had a1	 ^	
.	 ^	 9
-	 splice in the dielectric system and ^N 2Q hacl a slight discoloration on the metal
	 ^ ^=:
S	 1
-^ ^	 container.* Tt is important to note that these three units passed aII acceptance tests-.
and otherwise they cannot be distinguished £rom the ten units that were accepted, 	 ^ .'^',
'^
Table ^ presents a summary o£ the capacitance, weight, energy detvsity and
^	 dissipation factor realized. At the originally gated 2 , 5 KV the energy density	 `^ ``-;
''	 achieved was 42.6 joules which exceeds program objectives.
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TABLE 4. SUMMARY OF DATA REALIZED
SN	 CaPac. {^,fd} E{j at 2,57^V)	 wc^}	 ^{fib}	 J/lb	 D.F.
2	 68.'7	 214.69	 2287.5	 5.05	 42.57.
	 0.4113
3	 68.9	 _ 215.31	 2312.1	 5.7.0	 42,22	 4.0094
4	 68.2	 213.7.2	 2284	 5.04	 42.2$	 0.07.46
5	 89.5	 217.7.9	 2277.4	 5.03	 ^. ^ .18	 4.4111
6	 88.7	 214.65	 2270.5	 5,41
	
42.85
	 4.07.19
'8	 6$.9	 27.5.37.
	 2300.3
	 5.48	 42.38	 0.4497.
17.	 88.7	 214.69	 2294.2
	 5.06	 42.63	 0.4498
12	 88.4	 213.75	 2268x1	 5.01	 42.68	 4.07.08
17	 88.7	 214.89	 2292,3	 S.OG	 42,.43
	 0.4105
18	 68,9	 ^	 215.37.	 2293.0	 5.48	 42.55	 0.0091
^9)	 70x1	 219.06	 2300.2	 5,08	 43.:82
	 4.4104
{18)	 69,0	 215.62	 2288.1	 5.45
	 42s69	 fl.0104
X20)	 65.0
	 27.5.62	 2277.5	 5.43	 42.87	 0.0098
Average	 88.9	 27.5.37,
	 2288.1
	 5.05	 42.64	 4.0103
HEYVI34^C CCJNIPANY
2, 3 FINAL TESTING
2.3. ^. Redundant Sealing : The capacitors delivered by Maxwell Laboratories were
put into the test ready condition at Republic. The final operations performed at
Fairchild Republic provided the redundant sealing of all Helium leak tested joints and
application of a black space qualified paint. Redundant sealing was carried out at the
three seams of the capacitor. An aluminum ring was fabricated an^l epoxied aver the
Helium leak tested seam at the base of the capacitor {see Fig. 7). ""^flon fixtures
were made which facilitated molding the epoxy seals over the Helium leak tested high
voltage stud and around the fill plug of the capacitor (see Fig. 4). After these redun-
dant seals were s,pplied and cured, the capacitors were painted black with Hughson
^-300 Flack Polyurethane coating. A final weight measurement was nna.de of the test
ready capac i tors. Table 5 compares the weights of. the Helium leal: tested capacitors
as received from. Maxwell Laboratories and the weight of the capacitor with the redun-
dant sealing and black paint. The redundant seals and paint increases the capacitor
weight by ai^vut ^. 9%, At the rated 2500 volts, the energy density is still, an the
average, 41.8 joules/lb.
Capacitors SN 2 and 0 will be D.C. Life tested at Republic. Capacitors SN 3,
8, ^.^., 18 have been selected to be incorporated in the Air Force 14Tilli--pound propulsion
system for pulse life testing in a vacuum..
TABLE 5. WEIGHT COIVIPARiSDN
	
SN	 Weight as Received (gr)	 Test Reacly ^'Vei^ht (gr)
	
2	 2287, 5	 2331.. 3
	
3	 23].2. X	 2355.5
	
^	 2284.0	 232`7, 0
	
5	 2277.4	 2721.3
	
6	 2270.5	 2314•.3
'	 8	 2300.3	 2344.5
:'..	
^.
i
11 2294.2 2337.0
^. 12 2268. X 23I.0.3
^' 17 2292.3 2335.0
18 22J:i.0 2i3Fi.5
^
^^	 ^	 j
Averabe 2287.9 2331.3
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2.3.2 D. C. Testing; Two capacitors, SN 2 and 6 were D. C. life tested. One of
these (SN 2} was tested at 4 KV, whereas capacitor SN fi was tested at 2.38 KV. The
test circuit designed is a voltage divider network which allows both capacitors to be
operated at different voltages from the salve power supply. Additionally, two micro-
amn^.eters were incorporated to facilitate monitoring leakage current flow measurew
meats during the life test. To protect these microalnmeters during the initial charge
cycle and in the event of a shorted capacitor failure, they are swi F ^•
 ed into the test
circuit whenever a leakage current reading is sought. Each of the two capacitors has
its own dump resistor. Because of the very large resistive values used in the divider
network, any direct voltage measurement across a leg of the divider would electric-
'ally load the circuit and an incorrect voltage would occur if not corrected. To
eliminate this possible source of error, another voltage tap is 3nade into the resistive
network and the voltage drop across the lower resistance value is used for monitoring
purposes. 54.nce t11e resistance of the measuring equipment is significantly higher
than the value of the divider of the test circuit, no corrections need be made for the
current flow through the monitoring measuring probe. The calibration of the resistive
divider network vas performed with a Fluke Model 8300A digital multimeter. The
calibration constants are 9.991V for the 4 KV capacitor and 5.9597V for the 2.38 KV
capacitor with V the monitoring voltage. Tllis latter voltage value was selected to
correspond as close as possible to the 2334 volts to be used with the K--film capacitors
while life testing them on a pulsed basis in the Air Force milli--pound thruster.
Figure 8 presents a diagram of the test circuit. In order to monitor other basic
parameters of the capacitor during the test, the capacitors are removed once a week
from the test circuit and the capacitance and dissipation factor (D. F.) are measured
on an ESI Model 250--DA impedance bridge. Table G presents the . data obtained to
date. It teas noted that the capacitance of the ^ 1tiV capacitor (SN 2) dropped during the
first 96 hours of testing. It was decided, at this point also, to monitor the capacitance
and dissipation factor on a placebo (i. e. , a capacitor not being tested). Capacitor
SN' I2 was used as the placebo. Capacitance changes have been noted on all three
capacitors. Since line voltage variations were noted, a voltage regulatoz was also
introduced into the test circuit.
The capacitor }acing tc:steri ut -€ }^V failed over a wcci•.end. The e.^l^^psed time
cloc}; in tl.e circuit did not stor, at the tune of f,^iI^irc at^d it is I:nowti that t}ic y
 failure
occurred somc^s^hcrc bet^ti^een 1970 11aU3'S and 2002 hours. This failure is not an
'	 ,^	 2^
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urie^^ected failrire, but represents a useful data point. It should be noted that ibis
6S. ^ tcfd capacitor stored 5^9. ^ joules during this roughly 2000 hour period, or,
the energy density was T.0'I.8 joules/Ib during this tin^.e. This data, paint is most
encouraging since this number of D. C. hours at'the elevated voltage .exceeds the
total accumulated D. C. hours e^-pected under pulsed conditions even fora 37, 000
- lb-sec total impulse pulsed plas ma.
 propulsion system,
The failed capacitor was sent back to 1VTaxweli Labaratoric^^ =ox failure
analysis. Tt was concluded that the failure was an edge margin failure localized
at a foil edge at the bottom. {i, e. lid end of the capacitor) of the winding about aue-
third the distance radially inward from the outer'periphery. This failure punctured
the dielectric and one of the eight current collecting tabs was thereby separated from._
the foil windings.
Because of the vacant space available on the test set, the failed K^film
capacitor was replaced by a fi5 µfd IVlylar capacitor (also from Maxwell}. This
capacitor is also being tested at the 4 K"tl' level to determine if the observed capaci-
tance and dissipation factor changes (see Table 6) with the K-film unit also occur
tvith a Mylar capacitor. Test data (data in parentheses in Table 6) to date has shown
the Mylar capacitor to be essentially stable compared with the K-film capacitor when
compared otTer the same testing time.
Tt would therefore appear that the roughly 5% decrease in capacitance and
T.4% increase in dissipation factor observed i.s a real effect. This observation is
further substantiated by the fact that the placebo has not undergone any significant
change over the total testing time.
2.3.3 Pulse Testing: Other than the eleven pulses performed by Maxtivell Labora-
tories during final acceptance testing, no additional quality assurance screening
pulses were performed with any of the capacitors. Capacitor ,SN 3, $, ^.^. and I.8 were
installed into the Air I+'orce Iife test propulsion system. in order to pulse Iife test them
in a vacuum chamber under actual load conditions, An explorato^.y propulsive per- ,
formance test was carried out on a thrust balance to establish if the propulsive perw
forn^a.nce utilizing these T^ film capacitors would be the same as that obtained with
Mylar capacitors. The comparison performed with an identical nozzle load tested
unde:.^ Ehe same conditiai^s provided the folla^ving impulse bit data:
25
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68.4	 0.0108
67.52
57:3C5
^b7s 60
67.80
67.43
67.50
'67.48
67.47
67.49
67.47
67.48
4.010
0«0090
u.0o90
0.011
0.009
0.010
0.0103
0.0103
0.0103
0.03.0
y-
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!	 TABLE 6. SUMIVIAR^' OF.CAPACiTANCE AND D.F. DATA
^	 ^	 ^	 DITRING D.C. TESTI3VG
4KV	 2.4KV
Test Duration. HrB.
	 C	 7)F	 C	 DF
2	 2
IViaxweil Data
	 ,^	 3	 68.7
	
O.Oli3
58.11 0.01
64.92 0.0133
b4.655 0.03.32
64.651 0.03.23.
64.6x. 0.0132
64.55 9.0130
64,55 0.0135
64.51 0.0145
64.63 0,0133
64.75 0.03.42
64.920
1
.0135
64.83 0.0142
64.83 0.0142
•	 -- Failed
{replaced by Mylar capacitor)
(63.07) (0.0063)
{63.54) (O.OQ53)
(64.43} (0.0062)
{64.75) (0.0063}
{53.9J) (0.0067}
{G4.81) {O.00GO)
0
95.5
23.3.0
332.9
500.0
6b7.4
857.4
999.4
1166.6
1234.6
1:02.2
1568.7
1834.9
2ooz,s
GOVGs7
2498.2
2193.7.
2361.8
2479.7
2G75.2
.^
5 6
b8.7 0.0119
68.11 0.010
68.23 0.03.38
67.55 0.0132
6
`
7.23 0.03.32
96.7 Os0102
66.6 0.0140
66.31 0.0132
55.65 O.O^.SS
65.97 0.0138
65.90 0.0143
55.87 0.0143
65.75 0.03.32
65.65 0.0134
65.73 0.0118 67.47 0.0192
55.98 0.0123 57.48 O.a108
65.97 0.0138 67.46 0.017.2
55.71 0.0148 67.46 0.0113
65.80 O.OL32 b7.45 0.0118
05.56 0.0138 G?. ^ 1 0.0110
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K film capacitor test:	 5. S74 milli-lb-sec
(26.67 milli-i^I-sec}
Mylar film capacitor test:	 5.964 milli-Ib--sec
'	 (26. S2 milli-N-sec;
The results of this test established that no change in impulse bit amplitude could be
detected when either type of capacitar was used. This result was somewhat surpris-
ing because of the higher dissipation factor (measured at ^. Khz) vi ^..^^ K-film
capacitor,
Pulse life testing in a vacuum was initiated with four of the capacitors
connected in parallel and cooled by radiation only. Repetitive pulse testing at a 750
joule discharge level was voluntarily terminated when the capacitor case temperature
reached roughly 50°C with the temperature still. rising. By adding several thermo-
couples it was determined that heat was being transferred from the electrode naz2le
to the capacitor via the current carrying copper strip lines. Several tests were
carried out under radiation coaled conditions. These tests revealed that the radiatax
and the essentially radiatively cooled base plat y on the thrjast balance were unable to
dissipate the heat transferred to them.. It was concluded that it would not be possible
to pulse life test the capacitor at a pulse rate of 0. X46 Hz under thermal radiation
cooled conditions. The thermal design of the propulsion system was' redesigned.
Each capacitor was provided a copper strap wrapped around the capacitor and
terminated into a temperature controlled heat sink. In addition, the cross sectional
area of the heat sinks located between the anode and cathode thruster nozzles (load)
and capacitor bank wens increased. .These changes were effective in that it was
immediately possible to pulse life test the capacitor in this conduction cooled con-
figuration at the desired pulse rate. [^lith a sink temperature of about 20°C (a
common spacecraft sire temperature} the capacitor equilibrium. temperature is about
4Q°C, or, about 10°C below the ma^imuzn allowable temperature of 50°C.
rte capacitor (SN 6} failed during the radiation ^oolod tests. This failure
could possibly have been due to the higher internal capacitor temperature, or due to
a failure tvhieh might have been found if a quality assurance pulse screening test had
been performed. Tiiis failed unit was sent to 1'[axwoll Laboratories. This failure
The dissipation factor above 150 Ithz, roughly the pulse load discharge frequency,
is not known.
.,.
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• was also of the edge margin type. However, the failure was untike any encountered
with the pre-fabrication san^pte units {see section 2.2. ^}. Damage to the dielectric.
. e^-tended completely along the longitudinal dimension of the capacitor windzng, tt
was also obseived that the costar oil was carbonized. ^ Marvell Laboratories con-
eluded that this failure was not a sudden failure; but that the capacitor had been short
circuited far many pulses. These observations have never been seen befgre and are
therefore difficult to explain.
	 .
The failed capacitor was replaced by another unit (SN 5) and pulse life test--
ing was subsequently initiated with.the conductively cooled system:.
Figure 9 presents the caps+.eztor temperature history fog the earlier
radiatively and final conductively cooled system 9 respectively. Over 3fl0, X00' pulses
(57U hours of operation) have been produced and pulse testing in a vacuum wilt be
continued beyond the completion date of this final report.
tl _ :. ..,^
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rigure 9. Capacitor Temperature History During Pulse Life Testing in a Vaeuum
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3.0 CONCLUSiON^
A. high voltage 4^ joulellb {88,2 joule^fKg^ vae^zum compatible energy
storage capacitor can be built utilizing vacuum bxazing and hell-arc welding
techniques. Quality assurance must be maintained at every step of fabrication and
bath vacuum. and high pressure helium leak tests are imperative. Decides removing
capacitor self heat, adequate provisiorss must be made to intercept and remove heat
generated by the discharge load before it becomes transferred to the capacitor.
The double vacuum zneit stainless steel was the o^aly item which could be
difficult to obtain in future efforts. It would be highly desirable to have a guaranteed
source of this m^.terial.
A slight decrease in capacitance and increase in dissipation factor appears
to be a feature of the particular dielectric system developed when it is subjected to
a steady D.C. load over a long time,
Even though the KF--film capacitor has a higher dissipation factor (at 1 Kliz}
than a Mylar capacitor, propulsive performance is not affected.
More studies should be carried out with this highly promisipg approach for
generating highly reliable space qualified high energy der_sity capacitors.
Fi^AUOLf^7 COM1}PANY
4.0 REC^MMENllATTONS
A^hile the effort was extremely successful several suggestions can be made
with regard to future efforts.
Since the only leaks uncovered occurred with the soldered core of the high
voltage stud, it is suggested that a helium leak test be performed afar the care is
soldered. i.n place but before the redundant sealing cap is installed. Another leak
test should be performed after the redundant cap is soldered in place. This two step
process may require the usE of two solders melting at different temperatures. This
area is the only weak area uncovered and perhaps even a different sealing approach
anight be incorporated in future efforts.
The ground ring design should be modified il'^ future designs to include a
flange which can be used to mechanically support the capacitor and facilitate con-
ductionheattransfer to a heat sink.
All capacitors should be subjected to a pulse screening test to weed out
infant mortality type failures. This screening test should be carried out under
identical discharge conditions which the capacitor eventually will be used. Because
of insufficient data at this time it is not known how many discharges have to be per-
formed before the capacitor can be accepted as a T °screened^^ unit.
It is imperative that capacitor life data be obtained under snore widely
varying conditions in order to establish the voltage--power law of these capacitors.
The decrease in capacitance and increase in dissipation factor that has been
observed should be re-examined and explained.
Potential users of capacitors developed under this effort must pay particula^^
attention to the thermal control systexn to assuxe that the capacitors will not operate
near its upper allowable zimit. Perhaps capacitors should be built wiL-h a€then a
thermocouple or an RTD inside the capacitor to provide more information of the
temperature gradients in this dielectric system.
The specification far the helium leak test sl^ould be modified to include a
statement of the time duration far the Leak test.
Perhaps the fill plug should be modified to a class 3B type fit so that the
thread can be mare readily pre--soldered before installation.
,,.. -
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1,0 SCOPE
This specification establishesthe electrical and construction design
pararn:eters, portions of the manufacturing procedure, and the test requirements
for a G#3 microfarad high energy density {4a joules j lb} pulsed discharge capacitor
'to be used on pulsed plasma space pxopulsion^ systems, The capacitor will. be
fab^icsted and constructed using the bast quality control standax^ls available to the
manufac^zrer to an.sure that all requirements set forth herein are znet or exceeded.
2,0 APPLICABLE DOCUNiENTB	 '
NASA NHB 53(10.4 ^^.c} "Inspection System Provisions for Aeronautical and
^pa.ce System Materials, karts, Components awl. Services", will be used as a guide
by the manufacturer throughout the construction of the capacitor, Procedures called
. out in this p^tbiication should be followed wherever possible although only the
doctu€nentation specified in this product specification need be supplied,
3,fI REQTJ3RE14IENT5
3,1 ELECTRICAL REQU3RE^TENTS
3,1,1 Capacitance 	'
q'12e capacitance when xn.easured at + Z5 ^ 5®C and a2q ±5 H^ shall be sixty
HBO} + ^CPJo, -- 5% microfarads as a goal..
3,1.2 T?;a'lta^e_and Ener^v __	 .^.
^'he capacitor will be charged to 250tD volts } l`^ o before each discharge. The
capacitor vtill therefore store i.87, 5 joules of energy at specified. conditions,
3.1.3 Pczlse Life
^'lte capacitor design recommended in pa^.graph 3, 3 Dielectric System is pxo^
• 8um.ed capable of producing a capacitor pulse life of one million to ten m^Il3on pulses
under the conditions set forth in. paragraph 3 , 1. , 2 and 3.1.4 ant 3 ,1, fi , 	 .
The manufacturer need not verify this pulse life by testy but it is desirable that
the actual performance level of the capacitor be established by poise life tests under
conditions permitting ea^tr3.pola#ion to those specified,
-	 ^,:?
--^--, _ --	 — -	 —	 —	 - --	 ^..w
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4 Pulse rate	 ^	 .
The most probable pulse rate will be one pulse every six (6) secdnds. The
maxin^urr^ pulse rate which the capacitor may possibly be subjected to wilt be ore (^)
pulse per second.
3,1.5 DissiAation;,F_a.ctor
The dissipation factor shall not exceed 0.413 when measured at + 25 "^ and
120 Iiz. A design goal of 0. D1D ar less is preferred.
3.1.6. I3ischar e Ioad conditions
^`iae design of the capacitor shalt be carried out such that it can accommodate
the following discharge Ioad conditions and still meet the poise fife expectancy of
paragraph 3. 1.3. e
3,1.6.1 Peak Discharffe Current
^'he peak instantaneous discharge current is expected to be 25, 00(3 amperes.
3,1.6.2 Initial Rate of Current Increase	 .
The initial rate of current rise into the load is expected to be I,D 10 ampr^res/
sec.
3.1,^i. 3 'Volt^^e Reversal
The voltage reversal is expeected tb be ?^^%.
3.1.7	 Inductance	 .
The capacitor shall have a maximum self-inductance of fifteen (^.5) nar.ohenries
3.2	 IVIECHANICAL R.EQCTIREI^I,E^S`5	 ''
3.2 6 1, Geometric
°I`he capacitor case with pre-assembled lo^v profile insulator and stud tezZninal,
as well as the ground Y'lil^ t O be furnis}led by Fairchild Republic Company will be
cylindrical in shape ^vitl^ an outside diameter of x.125 inches and a ma.^imum available
length of 7.25 inches (exeluding • the stud te^.-minals,.	 .
1
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The length of 7.25 inches can be. reduced by the vendor in the event that tine
requirements of this specification can be rnet with a shatter. overall length, The
terminals shall consist of a positive stud centered on one end of the cylindrical
case and a ground ring secured to the case on the seine end and concentric with
the positive stud. The case will form part of the current return path, The rear
lid tQ be furnished by Fairchild Republic will be of a reentrant type configciration,
3.2.2 Hi^h_VoltaQe Terrr^,inal Configuration,
Fairchild Rep^zblic Company will furnish the fabricated capacitor case with
a modified Cexamaseal low profile terminal 803 A027. ;-1 a^^^l high voltage stud as a
pyre-assembled and Helium leak tested (to L^x0 9 cc/sec Hel.iun^.) ^znit. Unless
Fairchild Republic is notified by the vendor within six (S) weeks after program
Inception of the vendor's requirement for a different stud design, Fairchild Republic
will furnish the stud as shown in Figure ]. of this product specification,
3.2.3 ^^eiQht fEne_r_g-v tl^nsityl
'
	
	 The energy density of the capacitor at the design voltage of 25Q0 volts shall
be ^0 joules/3.b as the desired goal. If this goal cannot be met, the vendor shall
suggest possible means of meeting this goal.
3, 3 ^	 CONSTRUCTION REQUIREilIENTS
^,
^,
^'	 3.3.1	 Leak tested ZVelcled Seal
_	 ^	 ;:^.'	 ^
`-	 The rear reentrant type lid to be furnished by Fairchild Republic shall beF
^^	 Hell-arc welded in an Ar on atmos here b the vendor and subse uentl r lealc tested
	 '^
to have a leakage less than LY10
-8
 cc/sec Helium. This leak test shall be performed
	 ' ^=:^.
ti-	 by evacuating the capacitor asserr_laly through the fill hole, Localized xet xrelding to
i	 ^'
^	 meet this leak^^.ge requirement shall be considered acceptable, This leak test may
	 ^
r	 z	 `^
f ^
	 be supplen^.ented by an additional leak test comprised of pressurizing the capacitor
	 ^^^,
^^
^`	 assembly with Helium to a press.^re of about Z5 psig, The area to be welded sh^.Il
	 ^ ^,
^ .<;:^^
be solvent--cleaned ("00 proof alcohol or equiralent) prior to welding.
!`fr'
h:
'	 a
^:
^	 ^: ^	 ^ ^
-.
3.3.2 Redundant Stud Seal
'	 A^ redtuxdant sealing cap to be provided by Fairchild Republic shall. be
soldered by the vendor over th$ tip of the high voltage stud.
	 `^;:
^ ^`.:^
3, 3.3 Dielectric Sz•sterz
The recommended dielectric: film for the capacitor is KF-film i	 ^
(Polyvinylidene Fluoride} available fxom Kreha Corporation, ^0 Lexington Avenue,
	 ^ `°,
New York. Twa layers of this film separated by a layer of paper and impregnated
	 ^ ;'
with caster ail farm the recam^nended dielectric system.. Other di,eiectric systems
	 ^ V
will be considered acceptable R the vendor can demonstrate that he can meet the 	 ^ -' ^
,;^
requirements of this specification with another dielectric system. The capacitive
element shall be of the e.^tended foil, design and of one continuous winding. Splicing
of either the dielectric material or conductor snail not be allowed.
	 '^--^'-
3, 3.4 Core
The capacitar winding shall begin on an insulating core.
3.3.5
	
insulatins' End Cons	 _'
Polyprop^•Iene end caps shah be used to eliminate the possibility of flash-
over to the case at both ends, The end ca.p at the high voltage end of the dielectric
	 ,:
system shall extend rearward approximately 3/4 inches over the outside of the
c	 •windingI	 ^
3. ^	 ENV^.QN^yZENT;AL REQULR.EIIIENTS
'^'he capacttar is intended to be used over the temperature range ^-50 oC to
	 ;';
-35o C :n a vacuum of 10-^ mm lIg and belo^,v.
	 ^	 =` `'
•	 ^^^
	
.	 ..	
';3.5	 FABRlCAT10N REQUIII.E^IE^'T5 	 ^	 `'.^
1'3.5. ]. Gie:^n Area	 ^^,s.
.Ail fabrication and assenzUi}• operations of the capacitic •a element shall be	 t
fo	 ie cl nest white ro	 are av ' ai^lc i	 iti o '^'^?per rmed n-^ tl . ea	 (	 om}	 a a.^1	 n the ve d x s plant,
	 ,,^
^::	
^{'
^^ ri ^^-	 _	 ^^
`^^.
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3.50 ^ 1^'Iaterial Storage	 ^.	 Page 6 of lX
^Lll material, and capacitive assemblies shall be stored in containers and in 	 ^ -
an axes ^°rhich minimizes the possibility of contamination.
3.5, 3 Pre-•impregnation processes
The vendor shall process and electrically test capacitor pads in the pre-
f^zpregnation state to determine:
aj	 The dzy empirical factor
b^	 The dry pot failure port
3.5.4 Pre-imnre^nation ^Veihull distribution
The vendor shall plot the ^Veibuli distribution of the pre-impregnation data
points and a^zalyze the data x"ar sigiiificur^t test val„e^
3,5.5 Bost- imprecation processes
The vendor shall impregnate the capacitor pads in the dielectric liquid and
test them to determine:
a^	 The wet empirical factor
b}	 The wet dielectric failure paint
3.5.6 Post-im^re^iation ^tireibull distribution
The vendor shall plot the ^i'eibull distribution of the post-impregnation data
points and analyze the data for significant test value.
3.5.7 Fin^I Cataacitor design
The final capacitor design shall be in accordance with the vendor's drawings,
manufacturing specifications, material and processing speci^ications and qualification
test specifications. These items shall be at a level whichtvill allow the vendor to
fabricate identical units at a later date under separate procurement. 	 .
3.5, 8	 xrn„__ ,^._rev^n^.tion and Se:^1in^
The capacitors are to be imprc^ted using ^vhatever method the manu-
f	 facturer conainers neccssal•y t0 iIl^ll.'C cvlttl:^lete ilzlpl•er;natian of the windin;. ^Vith
th£ fill 1to1G subinel'b4d, cool the cnp.;citor to -°0°C and inscrt the fill hole plod
under the impre;;n:^nt, Solder the fill hole plug tcith solder ti^a.t meets specification
^Q 5-571.	 .
-	
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' 3.$ TESTIHCF REQliZR.E^^ENTS	 •
3^ G. ^. I*i-Process Tests	 •
a) Ntechanical: Leak tests of the welded seal shall be in accordance with
tie requirements of paragraph 3.3; ]..
•	 b) Electrical:	 The vendor shall perform the electrical• in-process tests
•	 is accordance with paragraphs 3.5.3 and 3.5..5; x^speet-
ively^ The vendor is -also e.Ypected to perform any other
quality assurances which he believes axe necessary to
ren^oae gopuiation anavericks ;psrts riot characteristic of
the population}.
.	 .^. ^^ ^ ^;nal Screenin.^
A written account of the following screening procedures shall be supplied to
^'a3.xchild Republic by filling out the Final Screening Report in the Fa y-m.at of Table 1.
for each capacitor. This report, when completed., will be stapled to the historical
record in the Foranat of Table 2 e corresponding to the ^vindingi^ each unit and
delivered to FRC with the final screened capacitors. 	 .
a} Weight -	 '
b) Measured capacitance and D.F.
c} Measured leakage current
d} 7C`he final )'ii-Pot voltage to which each unit is to bE subjected will be
$etermined by the manufacturer. Appitt this voltage and discharge the
calia.citar through a resistive load which z^^.11 limit the peak current to
^5, OUO amperes.
e^ Decrease the Hi Pot voltage by Y KV and charge and. discharge the
capacitor ten times through the same resistance.
i} Measured capacitance and D^ F s	 ^	
.o
g} Measured inductance	 • ^ --
h} Leak test
1} Heat the capacitors and maintain 5^°C far ttvo hours a Look for
signs of oil iealage and defarmatian of the c^,n.
2} Those capacita^,• s passing the first leak test will then be heated to
^^°C for ooze half hour at i{?0 microns pressure. i^zspcct for Iealcs.
3}- Leaky capacitors swill not be . repairecl without FRC approval.
. ij Mancifacturer screening proer^iures: 	 :-
Eesides performing the required screening procedures of this 	 .^
Specification, the ^n.anufacturex xnay also elect to perform any other
	 _
screening forts which.he believes are necessary to veri^.fy the suitability 	 ^;
of the ca acitor as a hi gh reiiabilit ca acitor fo g: s ace fli t a iacations
	 ^ '%^p	 ^	 Y P	 p	 ^ pp ^	 i t ^-,
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE	 ^ ^ ^
^	 -:
All procedures and dra^vings vri.11 be completed under the vendor's Quality 	 j ' 3
.AsEUrance surveillance, and materials and sub--assernbiies wil.T. be processed through
Quality Assurance inspection.	 ^
^3
^^
5. a ^'Aff^C^IILD REPUBLIC'S AND CI.T5TO1LEl3.`S (^L ^ R,l'G^'S OF INSPECTION 	 §	 ^
AND TEST	 ; -
^
	";:.
Fairchild and the Jet Propulsion Labaratoxy of the California Institute of	 ^	 '
-,-^;
• Technoicgy reserve tiie right to witness any ox all of the inspections and tests
specified in this specification. Fairchild Republic is to be notified at feast ten (10^ 	 { `'
working days before the manufacturer performs the Final ScreEning Tests of 	 ^^
]Paxa.graph 3.6, 2 of this specification. 	 ^^,^
3	 : -
]]ELNERABLE DOCU^IE^I'Tr1TI0i^I i
f,^ ^	 ^'Ionthly Co mmuaiic^.tion
A monthly informal communication shall be made between the vendor and
^`airchild Republic for the duration of the ef^#'ort. This communication shall ,^
briefly describe the work performed during the month, identifying problems en--
	 ^ _::' ^^
sauntered and possible solutions, This communication shall be made net later
	 a ,.
than the fifth day of ttze month, following the month being reported upon.
	 ;; j
i	
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B^ 2 Testi st Y]ata
&^ 2, I ire~irr^^re^ation ^Ve.hull cliGtribLEtian
The vendor shall deliver to Fairchild Republic a reproducible copy of
the pre^-impregnatiorx '^i^'2ih:ill distributax per Para ;:mph 3. S. ^.
^_^ ::
^:-^
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I .	 - --. -- 	 _^, ..^.. v•	 '•Page 9' at I16, 2.2 Post--inzpxe^;nction ^t^Teib^ill distribution '
The vendor shall deliver to Fairchild Republic a reproducible copy of the
past-impregnation Weibull distribution per Paragraph 3.5 •. 6.
C, ^. 3 Final Screenin g Report
The vendor shall deliver to Fairchild Republic a reproducible cagy of the
Final Screening Report in the format of Table ^.. of this product specification,
(see Paragraph 3,6.2) far each serialized capacitor delivered in accordance with
this product specification,
6, 2. ^ 1-Iistorical Records of Ca pacitor ^Vindin^
'The vendor shall deliver to Fairchild Republic a reproducible copy of
th,e "Historical Record of Capacitor Winding" in the format of Table 3, of this
production specification (see t^aragraph 3.6. ?.} for each serialized capacitor
delivered in accordance ^^rith this product specification.
7, fl SHIPPING
Each capacitor shall be packed by the vendor such that it can withstand transit
.to Fairchild Republic tivithout incurring damage or deterioration.
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?i'.c^BLE i..
.	 FINAL SCREEI^TiNG i'-.EFDRT
Capa,e;tor 5exial Number	 Date: ^:^,_-
Winci.ing Number
- ^ Weight (pounds ,,
^ `'
Capacitance 4microfarads^
	 ^ -
'^.
^ Dissipation factax
. ^
x
Leakage current
^ IIi Pot test performed at	 I^VDC far	 minutes,
' ^ Capacitor discharged once from KVDC into	 ohm resistance.
6 Capa.c:tcr discha.:rgec^ ten ti^xa.es from ^^C inio „^ ohm resistance,
Capacitance after discharge testing
_.
:	 _^
Dissipation factor aftex discharge testing
^^;_
a
Inductanoe	 ^ ^ '^-^_
Leak test performed by heating capacitor to 50°C fvr 2 houxs. _ a
iZesult: `^ 3
a
_
w
' '' ..:
1G
N
Leak test performed by heating capacitor to 45oC for one half hour at zfl^ :x4zcrons ^	 =`'
ppressure. ^-V{
Resultr . fi
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TABLE 2.
'	 IiIS'TORICAL RECORD CF CAPACITOR '^'4'Ii^'DING
Winding Number:	 ^	 Date Wound:	 _
Dimensions of «'fading l^•Iateizals:
Dielectric;	 Trade Name
^'Vidth (inches) 	 ,Thickness (inches)_____
Paper,	 Trade Name
Width (inches)	 Thickness (inches)
A:uminum Foil: Tr.,zde Name
Widthh (inches) 	 Thiclmess (inches) ________ i
Characteristics of ^^'indu^o
^vera3l Diameter (inches)
Capacitance {microfarads)
Weight (pounds)
Footage (feet)
Diy Pot Test performed at _„
	 KVDC for	 min,
Capacitance after installation in can (microfarads)
Dissipation factor after installation in can
Capacitance after ^^'elding the car. lid )microfarads) 	 ,^
Dissipation factor after ^^'elding the can lid
Passrxl Helutrn leak test at 10^^cc%sec, without revrork
	 r
^i	 n	 ^^	 n ^e ^r	 n	 after rewOTlt
Serial Number of Car./'^E'indi_*^g
Describe rewori: required {if any) to pass Helium leak test:
^
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1^0 GENERAL
XL shall be the manufacturer's responsibility to employ sufficient controls,
examinations, measurements and tests to ensure ti^at each capacitor car p. assembly
MSx75D1060 is free from defects, ^ •ithin required tolerances and is suitable
fbr use in high reliability and long life space flight applications.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUriIE^tiTS
NASA
NHB5300,4 (IC}
Fairchild Republic Draty ina's
14tSI75DI000
I4ZS 175D 1040
MS175D1050
I4fSI75DI060
MS175D1090
3.0 QUALITY CON'fRCL
3.^ Quality Assurance
- Inspec`ion System Provision for Aero-
nautical and Space System lliaterials,
Parts, Components and Ser^rices
Can, Capacitor A ssembly
Stud
Ground lting--Suppart
Checker Assembly
C apacitor A s sembly
The vendor shall maintain a qualit}^ control system in accordance with NHB
5500.4 (1C}.
5.2 Material Cantral
Ali material to be used b3 •
 the t endor shall be procured in accordance ^ti•ith
vendor specifications, Traceability of all procured items to appropriate specifica-
tions shall be possible,
3.5 Process Cantral
^.	 AYanufacturing processes shall be controlled b3 •
 the vendor's in-hawse written
procedures and instructions and shall be of proren suitability for high reliability
a.erospsce equipment. A cops•
 of the rrt;znEifaMttring and inspc;ction ilotiv chart shall
^	 be sub3nitted to Fairchild Republic as soon as possible after program inception.
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3,4	 Vendor Responsibility	^ 	 s
3
Ths vendor is responsible for performing all required inspections and 	 ^ ;;^;^.:.;
tests on a 10(3r^o basis and far preparing and maintaining appropriate inspection 	 ^	 ;} i ;^._a
records,	 °`
•	 °;;^
^ 3,5 ^--P-^so.^Skills	 =
'	 The vendor shall select persons possessing the highest demonstrated 	 _
skills to fabricate and test the contract item. All persons working an the contract 	 ="
-,
shall be informed of the fact that the hardware could be used in a satellite, All	 :
persons working on this contract must, therefore, be instructed tQ handle materials
' and parts with deliberate care to enhance reliabilit^^ and safety.
`.
3.6	 Fairchild Republic's and Customer`s Rights of Inspection and Test 	 ''
Fairchild Republic and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California
• Institute of Technology reser;~e the right to witness an}^ or alI of the inspections
and tests specifiE^I in the vendor`s n^.anufacturing and inspection flow chart. An
inspection plan shall be submitted to Fairchild Republic as soon as possible after	 ^
pragrar^a. inception. Fairchild Republic shall be notified at least 7 working da}•s
'	 prior to the Helium leak test required per Paragraph 4, I of this specification,
3,7	 incoming Inspection and 11laterial Records
All parts and material to be used shall be sub}ected to lOf^"o inspection and 	 ^, ^
screening by the vendor, l4iaterial certification records shall be maintained,
3,$	 Material and Parts Control
The vendor shall implement a s}-stem of controls to store all qualified 	 ^
material, components, and parts in a suitable closed area, ;ilhen not being fob- 	 F
ricated or tested, all materials, components, parts and partial;.y°completed
	 `^
assemblies shall. be stoxed therein. 	 : ^
3,9	 Spot Welding
11ni^ess specificall}• agreed upon «•ith Fairchild Republic the 1tii517517I0a0
ground ring support is not to be spot welded to the \15I7a rJ10 pQ capacitor can.
4,0	 I'INAL SCIZEEKING
^•
4, 3.	 Helium Leak Test
Each capacitor can assembly shall be Helium.-leak tested not to exceed	
i	
^'^
1 x l4 9 atm cc/sec. Any unit which does not nc^eet this requirement shall be	 ^ ' `
snitabl}• marked and not reworked without the consent of ^'airchald Republic, 	 ,.j
i4.2	 l^ieclzanical
Eached brazed assembly shall be inspected to assure that the required
dimensional requirements have been met.
5,4}	 SHIFPINCI	 ^	 ^^;
'	 Each capacitor can assembly shall be packed such that it can withstand 	 `:
transit to F airchild Republic without incurring dama;e or deterioration,
6 , 4
	
REJEuTS	 ^'%"
Any completed unit vrhach fails to meet the requiz ements of this specification
:^shall have the assembly suitabl} and permanently marked "RE^'ECT", Such
rejects are to be returned to Fairchild Republic separately from the acceptable
units.	 ^^
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